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Instructions to candidates: 

1. Answer question One and Any Other Two questions. 

2. Mobile phones are not allowed in the examination room. 

3. You are not allowed to write on this examination question paper. 

 



 

    SECTION A: ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION 

QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS)  

a) Briefly describe the following properties of fluids.    (6marks) 

i. Viscosity 

ii. mass chuffusitivity 

iii. Elasticity 

b) Show that for a conette flow coefficient of viscosity is given by …………….is velocity 

gradient….is coefficient of viscosity and …shear stress.   (7marks) 

c) Determine the mass and weight of the air contained in room whose dimensions are 

33mx5mx 7m .Assume the density of the air is 1.16kg/m
3
.Take g=9-81N/KG (5marks) 

d) Given figure 1(d),Determine the gage pressure in KPA at point a if A has sg =1.29 and 

liquid B has a SG=0.75.The liquid surrounding point a is water and l and the tank on the 

left is open to the atmosphere     ( 7marks) 

e) State five primary units and their corresponding SI units(5marks) 

SECTION B – ANSWER ANY TWO QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION 

QUESTION TWO (20 MARKS)  

a) The inclined tube manometer shown in figure 2(a has D=96mm and  d= 8mm.Determine 

the angle…required to provide a 5.1 increase in liquid deflection ,L;,compared with the 

total deflection in a regular  u-tube manometer .Evaluate the sensitivity of this inclined –

tube manometer     (8marks) 

b) A three-inch diameter wrought iron pipe has kinematics viscosity of 1.0121 x10
-5

 for 

water flowing through it at a speed of 20ft/s and the pipe has roughness value  

e=0.0006ft. 

i. Calculate Reynold number     (3marks) 

ii. Calculate roughness ratio     (3marks) 

iii. Determine the type of flow     (2marks) 

iv. Given that friction factor  f=0.307 and pipe length L=60m.Find the head loss due to 

friction hl     (4marks) 

QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS)  

a) The manometer shown in figure 3(a) contains water and kerosene. with both tubes open 

to the atmosphere ,the free surface elevation differ by H0=20.0mm.Determine the 

elevation difference when pressure of 98.0pa(gage) is applied to the right tube.  (5marks) 

b) A  galvanised steel pipe network with diameter of 20cm is shown in figure 3(b) .water is 

flowing through it ,at a flow rate of q =0.01m
3
/s.Given roughness value 



(e)=0.00005.Minor losses co-efficient (k) at entry (k)=0.7, at exit(k)=2.0,valve’s (k)=8.1 

and elbow joint (k)=0.52.Kinematic viscosity =2x10
-6

,Find: 

i. Velocity at which water is flowing through the galvanised steal pipe (3marks) 

ii. Head loss due to friction (hl),taking friction factor  f=0.02.  (3marks) 

iii. Minor head loss(hm)      (3marks) 

iv. Reynolds value     (3marks) 

v. Height (h)      (3marks) 

QUESTION FOUR (20 MARKS)  

 

a) The viscosity of a fluid is to be measured by a viscometer constructed of two 75 cm long 

concentric cylinders as shown in figure 4(a) .The outer diameter of the inner cylinder is 1mmThe 

inner cylinder is rotated at 300 rpm and the torque is measured to be 0.8Nm .Determine the 

viscosity of the fluid.        (8marks) 

b) Water flows downwards along a pipe that is inclined at 30 degree below the horizontal ,as shown 

in figuure4(b).Pressure difference Pa-Pb is due eaty to gravity and partly to friction .Derive an 

algebraic expression for the pressure difference .Evaluate expression for the pressure difference if 

L=5FT AND H=6in .        (8marks) 

c) Differentiate between Laminar and turbulent flow    (4marks) 


